
What’s the single most
impressive phenomenon
in traditional archery

today?  What single broadhead
breakthrough is gaining momen-
tum in traditional circles and may
forever change the way we look at
broadhead performance? The
answer is the single bevel broad-
head.

What’s the big deal?  What is a sin-
gle bevel broadhead anyway?   How
are they any better than other broad-
heads?  Let us explain. Single bevel
broadheads blow through bone. They
twist the hide upon entrance and exit
resulting in larger wound channels
and they dramatically increase overall
penetration and percentage of pass-
throughs!  Interested?  

First let’s give credit where credit

is due. We owe a great debt of grati-
tude to Dr. Ed Ashby who has been
using highly controlled methods to
test the effectiveness of various
broadhead designs on game for over
25 years. All the claims mentioned in
this article have been tested and the
results have been measured and doc-
umented by Dr. Ashby. It is important
to note that he has never accepted any
compensation for these tests and he

has always shared his test results
freely for no other reason than know-
ing he has furthered the cause of ethi-
cal bowhunting. What follows is not
opinion based on logical assumptions
but fact based on carefully conducted
tests of broadhead tipped arrows shot
into the very medium we as
bowhunters are interested in, actual
game animals. No ballistic gel or other
simulated mediums here, only data
from real game animals. 

Here is a brief explanation of the
advantages offered by single bevel
broadheads. First let’s establish a
name for the advantage offered by
single bevel broadheads; we’ll call it
rotational force. The rotational force
developed by the pressure against the
plane of the single bevel as it travels
through any medium causes all of the
benefits described. 

Feathers cause our arrows to
rotate as they fly toward the target but
what happens when the business end
of our arrow impacts and travels
through the animal?  Tests made by
Dr. Ashby reveal that conventional
double bevel broadheads stop rotat-
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The Single Bevel
Phenomenon

Harry Elburg’s Grizzly broadheads have proven themselves as one of the toughest and
best penetrating heads of all time.
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ing on impact and barring contact
with bone that could deflect them;
these broadheads will basically cut
straight through. Is that bad?  Of
course not, countless animals
throughout the centuries have been
taken with this kind of broadhead.
Then again, have you ever had a
shoulder blade come between you
and your game?  If not, count yourself
lucky. If you have, you’ll find the fol-
lowing quite interesting. 

A double bevel broadhead is
sharpened equally from either side
and yields two matching bevels meet-
ing at the cutting edge. This configu-
ration receives equal opposing force
from the material it is forced through
resulting in a more or less straight cut-
ting action. The resistance to the
bevels is equal from either side so nei-
ther side is pushed harder than the
other. 

On the other hand, single bevel
broadheads have one flat side and
one beveled side. When passing
through a substance the beveled side
receives more pressure than the flat
side and the bevel is pushed away

from the resistance, which creates a
rotation. To better understand the
unequal pressure exerted on the sin-
gle bevel, think of a time when you
used a wood chisel. It didn’t take long
to figure out that the chisel dug deep
into the wood if you tapped it into the
wood with the bevel up?  The wood, in
resisting the bevel pushed against the
bevel forcing the flat side down into
the wood. Deeper than you wanted it
to go normally!  That very bevel force
is the secret to the success of the sin-
gle bevel broadhead. Visualize that for
a moment and let it sink in. 

That’s just what happens with a
single bevel broadhead as it is shot
into an object. The resistance of the
medium the broadhead is traveling
through pushes directly against the
bevel forcing the broadhead to turn
away from the bevel. Of course the
two-blade broadheads we’re dis-
cussing have another edge with a
matching single bevel directly oppo-
site it. That second bevel is receiving a
similar resistance and is being pushed
as well. As you can imagine, this force
causes the broadhead to rotate oppo-
site the bevels and a twisting motion
results as it travels through the medi-
um.

Now some of you might be think-
ing, “So what?”  That might be what
happens but what’s the benefit?  Who
cares if it twists as it penetrates?

Dr. Ashby’s tests have proven that
there are impressive advantages to
this twisting action. These heads blow
through bone. As a matter of fact, the
harder the substance the broadhead is
shot into the greater the pressure
against the bevel and the more pro-
nounced the twisting action becomes.
Since dense bone resists the bevel
tremendously, the twisting force
increases proportionately causing
massive bone damage. Once you blow
through the bone, the arrow is allowed
to continue penetrating. In all fair-
ness, sometimes a double bevel
broadhead will make it through bone,
but it accomplishes that feat by forc-
ing the wedge shape of the ferrule
through the bone and it is nowhere
near as powerful or successful as the
forces generated by the rotation of the
single bevel.

One of the most frequent com-

plaints with double bevel 2-blade
broadheads is minimal blood trails. It
has long been understood that a 2-
blade broadhead simply cuts a slit
through the animal. If the animal had
been turned, like standing broadside
to the archer but with its head twisted
back checking out his back trail, when
the arrow impacts the deer moves his
head looking now to the front and the
hide moves forward slightly in effect
covering the slit. 

Single bevel broadheads on the
other hand twist as they penetrate an
animal. When the broadhead comes
out the opposite side an L-shaped
hole in the hide and the meat occurs.
This L-shaped hole bleeds much
more freely than a straight slit.

Matching your feathers to the
broadhead bevel can increase these
twisting forces. Feathers affixed to an
arrow shaft with a helical twist cause
an arrow to spin as it flies to its mark.
It has always been known that this
helps with accuracy but now we know
when you match left wing feathers to
a left grind single bevel broadhead

Circle 122 on Response Card

A prototype of
the new single
bevel broadhead
from Steel Force.
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you increase the spinning motion of
the arrow as it flies to its target and
you increase the rotational torque
upon impact. This additional twisting
has proven to explode bone rather
than pierce it, increase penetration,
and cause larger wound channels.
Interestingly enough, if right wing
feathers are matched with a left bevel,
the two opposing forces seem to
counteract each other to an extent so
always use right wing feathers with
right beveled broadheads and left
with left.

Now that you understand the
advantages of single bevel broad-
heads, you can see why the retail mar-
ket has been asking for manufacturers
to offer more single bevel broadheads.
Let’s take a look at what the broad-
head manufacturers are bringing to
the table to answer this increasing
demand. 

Grizzly broadheads started it all.
They certainly weren’t the first single
bevel broadhead offered, but they
were the first to gain such industry
wide acceptance. Harry Elburg devel-
oped the Grizzly broadhead nearly 30
years ago and he was fully aware of
the inherent benefits of the single
bevel design. 3Rivers Archery first
picked up the Grizzly heads in the mid
to late 1980’s. The unique two-layer
design of copper brazed high carbon

steel created a very tough broadhead
that was easy to sharpen. They were
an instant success and have been in
demand ever since.  They’re available
in right bevel only and in two styles.
The standard original Grizzly is 1-
1/16 x 2-3/4 inch and available in
weights of 100, 125, 145 and 160
grains. The El Grande Grizzly mea-
sures 1-3/16 x 3-1/16 inch and is avail-
able in weights of 150 and 190 grains.
If your customers are right wing feath-
er fans and they’re looking for a no-
nonsense single bevel glue-on broad-
head the Grizzly has proven itself as a
dependable choice. 

Zwickey Broadheads is one of the
oldest and most respected names in
the history of broadheads. They may
have sold more broadheads than any
other company ever. Jack Zwickey, the
owner seems to have the attitude of,
“If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.”   When a
respected company like Zwickey
introduces a new product, it has to be
for a good reason.  The “No Mercy” is
the first new broadhead offered by
Zwickey in decades. It’s available in
right wing and left wing single bevel
versions as well as a double bevel
model. With the No Mercy,
bowhunters can match their broad-
head to whichever wing feathers
they’re shooting. The No Mercy mea-
sures 1-3/16 x 2-1/2 inch and sports a

triple-thick tip for bone-busting
strength. All No Mercy broadheads are
glue-on models and weigh 130 grains.
The double bevel version of the No
Mercy was field tested by Dale Karch,
Ted Judson, and Denny Sturgis Jr. on
Asiatic and Cape buffalo and per-
formed flawlessly. Imagine what they
can do with the proven advantage of
the single bevel grind?  The No Mercy
is constructed with the famous
Zwickey high-carbon steel and their
special heat treating process takes
each broadhead to a Rockwell hard-
ness of 52 making them tough enough
to avoid curling but still easy to file
sharpen then hone to hair popping
sharpness. Jack Zwickey won’t put his
name on a broadhead that does not
live up to his expectations and he’s
quite pleased with the No Mercy. We
recommend that you stock plenty of
Zwickey broadheads because your
customers will ask for them by name.

Since their inception the double
bevel STOS broadheads with their
long and lean profile have proven
themselves deadly on all variety of big
game. Proponents of 3:1 ratio heads
have helped make STOS broadheads
very popular with traditional
bowhunters everywhere.  Todd Martin
purchased the STOS broadhead com-
pany from Phil Belcher in October of
last year and has plans to continue
offering the tried and true original
STOS, but he does have his entry in
the single bevel arena on the drawing
board. He refuses to rush the product
development of his new heads
because his goal is to produce the
absolute best broadheads he can. His
vision of the perfect single bevel
broadhead will be a high-carbon steel
glue-on model, 1-3/16  x 3 inch, and to
increase the surface area of the bevel
the blade will be double layered from
the tip to the trailing edge. The double
layered tip will be a true Tanto style
with a point that rotates on its axis.
The new STOS will be available only in
left wing bevel, and in weights of; 160
grains, 190 grains, 220 grains, and 240
grains. The goal is to have them hunt-
ing sharp right out of the package and
hardened to 54 Rockwell which will
make them strong yet easy to re-
sharpen. The STOS single bevel heads
should be available by the end of this
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The new STOS single
bevel glue-on broadhead
will be two-layers of high
carbon steel honed to be
hunting sharp right from
the package.

The Rogue single bevel
broadhead will be the
only glue-on broadhead
CNC machined from a sin-
gle billet of steel available
anywhere.

Jack Zwickey’s hot new
No Mercy broadhead is
available in right and left
single bevel as well as a
conventional double
bevel model.
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year or early
2009. By the
looks of
these STOS,

they’re destined to become one of the
top selling single bevels around.

Nick Giannetti, president of the
Steel Force broadhead company has
been grinding broadheads for over 32
years. In that time he has seen a lot of
broadheads and broadhead compa-
nies come and go. His standards for
design, quality and precision are
impeccable and as such, his Steel
Force broadheads have always been
cut-on-contact and razor-sharp right
out of the package. As a matter of fact,
to ensure razor sharpness all Steel
Force broadheads are leather
stropped before packaging.

Steel Force has responded to the
demand in the traditional market for
single bevel broadheads by introduc-
ing a tough Titanium single bevel
screw-in design called the HHD. The
Tanto-tipped, 1 x 3 inch main blade
on the HHD is thick .080 Titanium
ground for use with left wing feathers.
There are two weights available; one
fitted with an aluminum ferrule
weighs 145 grains while the second
has a ferrule of steel and tips the scales
at 200 grains. The precision and qual-
ity of the Steel Force HHD is evident

the moment you lay eyes on
them. The new Steel Force
HHD is perfect for
bowhunters looking for the
benefits of a single bevel grind
in a Titanium screw-in style
broadhead. 

Alaska Bowhunting Sup-
ply specializes in equipment
for the bowhunter, especially
those hunting large and dan-
gerous game. They believe in
heavy hard-hitting arrows,
extreme FOC, and strong
heavy, single bevel broad-
heads. Their new “GrizzlyStik”
line of broadheads is in the
works and should hit the
streets by August of this year.
They’re introducing two
screw-in single bevel broad-
heads and a glue-on model. 

Their first screw-in broad-
head is called the “Ashby.”  Ed
and Garrett Schlief of Alaska

Bowhunting Supply asked Dr. Ashby
to give them his idea of the ultimate
big game broadhead. He did and the
“Ashby” broadhead was born.  While
Dr. Ashby is excited to see this broad-
head come to market and has gra-
ciously allowed it to be named after
him, he refuses any compensation for
it. This broadhead is a solid one-piece
head of 440 stainless steel, 1-1/8 x 2-
7/16 inch.  This one-piece construc-
tion allows the ferrule to extend out
close to the tip for strength and to
transition seamlessly into the blade
to improve the penetration potential.
The Ashby will weigh in at approxi-
mately 250 grains and will be razor
sharp along the entire edge including
the trailing edge. The true Tanto tip
eliminates tip curling and the thick
stock yields a nice wide bevel to
increase the rotational force.

Their second screw-in model, the
“Nanook,” will share the same rugged
construction technique and materials
as the Ashby and will be available in
weights of 125, 150, 175 & 200 grains.
The blade is a convex design with a
true Tanto tip and will be available in
left and right wing single bevels as
well as a double bevel model.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply has
named their 3:1 single bevel broad-
head the “Rogue.”  Also manufactured

from one solid piece of 440 stainless
steel for strength and sharpened to a
razor edge the Rogue will be a one of a
kind glue-on broadhead. For the tra-
ditional archer looking for a solid one-
piece glue-on broadhead for the heav-
iest of game, the 200 grain Rogue will
be hard to beat.

Single bevel broadheads are here
to stay. Their advantages are easy to
see in the field. Already the com-
pound market is embracing them for
use on dangerous game. Traditional
bowhunters have been believers for
years. If you like to keep up with the
latest developments in broadheads
keep plenty of single bevel broad-
heads on hand. Check with your dis-
tributors and ask for the new single
bevel broadheads listed above. This
could be the start of a revolutionary
change in the way the entire industry
looks at broadheads. Stock your
shelves and spread the word, you
don’t want to miss out on the single
bevel phenomenon.

Author’s Note: All of Dr. Ashby’s
reports are available for review on
TradGang.com. 

For more information about sin-
gle  bevel heads we distribute, contact
3Rivers Archery at our customer ser-
vice line (260) 587-9501 or online at
3RiversArchery.com today. We’re
available Monday through Friday 9-5
Eastern Standard Time. 
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Here is Dr. Ed Ashby’s
vision of the ultimate big
game broadhead as exe-
cuted by Alaska
Bowhunting Supply. It is
CNC machined from a sin-
gle billet of 440-stainless
steel, and is made to be
razor sharp and tough.

The Nanook single
bevel broadhead with
its convex design will
be offered in several
different weights by
Alaska Bowhunting
Supply.
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